
KEY FIGURES:

HEIGHT: 

Max Height 200 ft

BUILDING AREA:

Total GIA = 10,232 sq ft

SITE AREA:

Total Site Area = Circa 3.2384 Acres

RETAIL: 

3,534 sq ft

OUTDOOR AMPHITHEATER

Max capacity : 50

FOOD AND BEVERAGE: 

1,427 sq ft

   Silicon Valley’s journey through industry, began as an orchard rich 
fruit producing valley and transitioned in it’s technical capacity from 
there to the aviation sector and finally to the computers of yesterday and 
today.  Silicon valley has fostered and championed innovation, whether 
in the form of the San Jose light tower or HPs initial audio oscilator 
offering, all the way to Steve Jobs and finally to current innovators like 
Elon Musk.  All have found a home for their creations in silicon valley.   
These innovators have brought about a new age for humankind, having 
gone through the stone age, the bronze age, and iron age, we have 
arrived now at the digital age and silicon valley is the cradle of the 
digital age.  To mark this significant step in human history, we seek to 
celebrate the past and to contrast it with our future in the form of an 
icon for silicon valley.  
 . 
 

1. Official Site Map
2. Site Plan
3. F&B Pavilion Rendering
4. Perspective Rendering
5. Arrow Head
6. Nile River Delta
7. Bronze age Helmet
8. Iron age Armour
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     Following on from the ages of humankind, the structure is embelished 
with bronze and steel which is highlighted at night with lights representing 
the digital age.  The bronze and steel edging house linear LEDs  which 
supply each zone with an almost neon aura in which users will be 
bathed during their nightime visits.   The capacity for lighting to vary in 
colour almost infinitly, along with their  etheral  nature make them the 
ideal meduim for the digital age with it’s own  lack of physicality to find 
expression.  In line with aviation guidlines, minimal uplighting is proposed 
and lighting of the walls and surrounding surfaces are utilised instead.    
 Within the main tower, it is proposed that a combination of permanent 
digital art and exhibition space for digital artists be housed as a means 
of furthur  expressing the spririt  of silicon valley and it’s  capacity for 
innovation.

1. Daytime Elevation
2. Nightime Elevation
3. Datime Section
4-7. Concept Lighting
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